Chirality in ocular agents.
To review the role of chirality in current ocular pharmacology. The importance of stereo-isomeric purity has frequently been emphasized in recent years. Development of chirally pure medications can lead to improved efficacy and side-effect profiles. Practitioners prescribing ocular agents may benefit from understanding the effects of chirality in their evaluation of old and new medications. Chirality can affect multiple classes of ocular agents. Although the ways in which stereo-isomers influence the properties of a drug differ, this review illustrates the benefit of knowledge of individual isomers' effects in clinical decision making. The variety of possible effects stereo-isomers produce further underlines the importance of purification and in-depth analysis of chiral compounds. Many important agents exist as a mixture of two different stereoisomers. Both isomers may produce a pharmacological effect; however, these effects may be different from one another and one isomer may even give a result opposite from the desired pharmacological effect. Here we examine published findings on ocular medications relating to their chiral nature and summarize the possible ways chirality affects the activity of a few ocular agents. Many more ocular medications have not been investigated to ascertain their chiral properties. This review adds to the recent emphasis on investigating stereo-isomers for individual selectivity of beneficial and adverse profiles.